Abstract Testing interactive systems is a notoriously difficult task. Not only do we need to ensure that the functionality of the developed system is correct with respect to the requirements and specifications, but also we need to ensure that the user interface (UI) to the system is correct (enables a user to access the functionality correctly) and is usable. These different requirements of interactive system testing are not easily combined within a single testing strategy. We investigate the use of models of interactive systems, which have been derived from design artefacts, as the basis for generating tests for an implemented system. We show how automatically generated abstract tests can be used as the basis for a modelbased method for testing interactive systems which has low overhead in terms of the models required and which enables testing of UI and system functionality from the perspective of user interaction. We also examine other testing strategies which use the same abstract tests as their basis and discuss general problems in the area of interactive system testing and propose some solutions.
usable and aesthetically acceptable for users. As UIs become more complex and software applications become ubiquitous, often relying on new, and sometimes novel, modes of interaction, this difficulty increases.
Typically, testing is split into two parts. Functional testing is used to examine the behaviour of the system, and there are many well-known approaches to this, see for example [20, 23, 27 ]. Testing of the UI then consists of human-based usability testing which is used primarily to ensure users are able to understand and successfully interact with the system under test (SUT) and to measure qualitative responses to aesthetic considerations. While this approach has proven successful at discovering errors with the system functionality by separating the UI and interaction concerns, it assumes all required functionality will be accessible and that there are no errors due to UI/system inconsistency.
Usability testing is an important activity. However, it is known to be time-consuming and costly and is, therefore, more successful when performed on systems which have already been well tested. It is not always practical to separate the testing of system functionality from the UI, and relying on usability testing for interactive elements as well as usability increases time and cost as well as putting a heavier burden on the process in terms of the number and types of errors we rely on it to catch.
In any testing process, generating the tests is a critical activity as we want to ensure that the tests have as wide coverage as possible to find as many errors as possible, but at the same time, we do not want the test generation process to be so onerous that the process becomes impractical due to the length of time it takes and the level of expertise required. In the case of interactive systems, the difficulty is again increased as test generation requires knowledge of, and the ability to formally consider, both the underlying functionality and the interactive behaviours.
Model-based testing alleviates some of the problems of test generation, in general, by providing a formal basis for the tests as well as oracles to compare results against. It lends itself to automatic generation of tests via tool support (see [34] for a comprehensive discussion of this) which helps reduce both time and effort required. It also provides a way of generating repeatable tests and gives confidence in the coverage of the testing. However, model-based testing methods for interactive systems are not yet widespread and have several challenges to overcome if they are to become so. We look at some of these in more detail in what follows.
In the rest of this paper, we first look at related work, then give some background to our approach. We then introduce our running example system, show how we model that example system, show how from the model we derive abstract tests, show how these can be made concrete in various ways, and we finally discuss our results and draw some conclusions.
This paper extends an FMIS workshop publication [9] in the following ways:
-the original introduction has been expanded with material in the new related work and background sections. It has been added in order that we can discuss other interactive system testing approaches and places this work in context; -a new section has been added to give extended descriptions of the models used for a more in-depth explanation with additional examples; -the test derivation description has been extended; -sections discussing different ways of using the abstract tests have been added; -a discussion section has been added to consider automation possibilities, current limitations and future work; -the conclusions section has been reworked to reflect the changes and additional material.
Related work
Choosing an appropriate model to describe the UI is one of the challenges mentioned above. Paiva et al. [24] , for example, highlight and try to address this problem by combining the formal testing framework of a popular programming language, Spec# for the C# language [31] , with UML. Their aim is to integrate the formality of Spec# with the visual familiarity of UML to develop abstract models of both functional and UI behavioural requirements which can be used to test for coverage and correctness. They have also chosen state-based models to work with, which is a common choice, but this then requires work to manage the complexity caused by the management of large numbers of states, for example, by working with hierarchical models such as those proposed in [25] . Belli [3, 4] takes a different approach to manage complexity by using regular expressions to model sequences of user interactions as part of a fault-modelling technique. The exploration of all possible sequences is, however, necessarily a large task, and the overhead in creating the models is not insubstantial. Comprehensive research on model-based testing for interactive systems has been undertaken by Memon et al. (see for example [21, 22, 36, 37] ). One of the fundamental concerns of this work is the development of the model to be used for testing. Their methods are based on the reverseengineering of existing implementations to create models which are then used to develop tests of event and interaction sequences which can be used for regression testing as new functionality is added or the SUT is refactored. The generated models are based on the events of the GUI and so do not capture any information relating to underlying functionality or system state. The process is partially automated in that the discovery or reverse-engineering process is automatic, but it cannot necessarily fully traverse the GUI. For example, if interaction such as text entry is required to progress to a different part of the GUI, this is not done by the automated process and some manual adjustments may therefore be required to complete the models.
Other approaches to deriving tests of interactive systems from models generally use reverse-engineering to develop the models post-implementation (as in the work of Memon discussed previously) and includes work such as that of Gimblett and Thimbleby [16] , who have developed an algorithm for discovering models of UIs, producing a finite directed graph which can be analysed to discover design defects or structural usability concerns. Campos et. al.'s GUISurfer tool [30] , which extracts models from source code, is another example of such work.
One of the first issues we face when testing UIs is finding the right tool. UIs are designed for human interaction and as such do not lend themselves naturally to automated testing. Record and playback testing is a technique often used to test UIs. A user (usually one of the developers or testers) interacts with the software to exploit particular functionality and the sequence of interactions is recorded and can subsequently be played back automatically to repeat the test. This approach can, however, be time-consuming and prone to needing constant revision, in that as soon as a change is made to production code the test needs to be re-recorded and then re-run. These tools also require most, if not all, of the UI to be complete, and so are most useful in post-implementation testing only. Another problem is that the tests are generated in a runtime environment and then stored as scripts which are not easy to read or interpret.
Abbott [14] , a JUnit extension for Java Swing applications, partially solves some of these problems by recording the tests and defining them at a more abstract level (so they are not coupled to co-ordinates of widgets as is common in record and playback tools) making the mechanism more robust to changes. It also allows tests to be defined using an XML script editor. Extensions to such tools are the simulated interaction testing tools which interact with UIs of a system in the manner of a user (i.e. by way of mouse clicks and widget activation) based on scripted or coded commands. For example, the FEST tool [15] is an extension to Abbott which allows developers to write unit tests for UIs written in Java based on simulated interaction. Similar tools, such as Ranorex [14] , exist for the Microsoft .NET platform. Simulation tools can have similar problems to the record and playback methods, as the tests are often tightly coupled to the code, and both methods still rely heavily on expertise to create the correct tests to ensure full coverage.
Background
The IEEE Software Engineering Body of Knowledge [18] describes testing as follows:
"Testing is an activity performed for evaluating product quality, and for improving it, by identifying defects and problems."
That is, the purpose of testing is to find errors: a successful test is one that finds an error. In model-based testing, the model gives us a description of correct behaviour, so we use this to determine where incorrect behaviour occurs by looking for situations which violate the model. This means finding defects in the functionality and in the way we present that functionality to users, via the user interface. The testing we propose is dynamic, running the program to check behaviour under certain test cases. This in itself is a post-implementation activity, but as we will show we can also use the models and tests pre-implementation, which provides the usual benefits of detecting errors earlier in the design cycle. There are, of course, limitations to model-based testing; we are not guaranteed to find all errors. But by examining the underlying specification for expected behaviours as described in the model we hope to expose as many errors as possible before we move on to humanbased usability testing, which can then focus on finding the sorts of errors which cannot be detected by other testing means.
Pre-implementation testing methods include test-driven development (TDD). TDD follows a pattern of short iterations: write a test which is failed; write just enough code to pass the test; refactor the code. This is repeated until the implementation is complete [2] . Once the implementation is complete, the tests which have driven the implementation act as a regression test suite. Therefore, as the code is refactored for subsequent versions new tests can be added to the test suite which drive the new code in the same way while the existing tests ensure we do not compromise existing correctness. In TDD, tests are developed from the requirements of the code, which may be expressed as use cases or scenarios, and as such rely on the skill of the developer to translate these into comprehensive tests. There is no pre-defined plan for constructing the code beyond the requirements (which drive the tests).
Test-first development takes a similar approach but instead of assuming that the tests can be directly inferred from the requirements with no other development steps, it instead uses models developed from requirements as the basis for the tests. TDD can be problematic for interactive systems, as the development of the UI is more usefully done in conjunction with users and with a full understanding of their needs beyond the functional requirements. Kent Beck (often credited with the re-invention and popularisation of TDD) says of TDD: "I'm not submitting this as something everyone should do all the time. I have trouble writing GUIs test-first, for example" [1] . However, because test-first development allows for pre-development modelling and uses these models as the basis for the tests, it is more suitable for interactive system development than traditional TDD. The model-based approach that we advocate for post-implementation testing can be easily adapted for a test-first development approach. By building the models from requirements and design artefacts (as we describe in Sect. 5) we will have a method of deriving a comprehensive test-suite prior to the implementation which can then be used to drive test-first development.
Rather than tie ourselves to a particular testing framework or tool, we will use our models to develop abstract tests which can then be instantiated for any chosen testing method. However, as we intend to test both UI and functional requirements we need a method which can support this and for the examples, in this paper, we will use the UISpec4J framework [33] . UISpec4J is a simulated interaction testing tool for Java Swing applications which works alongside JUnit. The UISpec4J framework supports tests that are easy to write by providing wrapper classes with interaction methods (such as click and double click for Buttons) for Swing component classes, enabling a higher level of abstraction than is possible when directly interacting with the Java Robot class (in the manner of Abbott).
Our intention is that by keeping the tests tied to the UCD artefacts, we achieve simplicity and unambiguity by already having a specification which can be understood by users and developers alike. Our UI models are lightweight and easily updated as new requirements are added, and there is an automated process for producing abstract tests ensuring consistency. In addition, the UI models are linked to the existing formal system specification which forms part of the basis for the instantiated tests, and so we do not rely solely on the tests themselves to provide such a specification.
Our approach begins by investigating the use of a preimplementation model of the interactive system which is derived from UI design artefacts and which is linked to a formal specification of the functionality of the system. We aim to find out if such a model can be successfully used to generate tests and provide an oracle to test if a subsequent implementation correctly instantiates the specified interactive system both in terms of the UI and the system functionality.
To summarise, in previous work, we have developed models for UIs [5, 7] which are based upon design artefacts created as part of a user-centred design (UCD) process. We describe these further in Sect. 5. In this paper, we investigate whether we can use these models as the basis for model-based testing for interactive systems. We propose that this will provide several benefits. First, the models themselves are lightweight and easy to produce as part of standard UCD processes and they use abstraction within the statebased models to avoid state-explosion problems. As such they do not lead to some of the problems associated with other UI models (high overhead of development, complexity of understanding, etc.). Second, we use these models to link the UI and interactive behaviours to a formal system specification which provides a formal model of the entire system enabling us to derive tests which are comprehensive and cover all aspects of the SUT. Third, using the models in this way not only increases the benefits that the use of such models provides, but also enables us to further support UCD techniques formally and test our system from the perspective of interactivity. The models describe both the intended design from the point of view of the UI designer (in conjunction with their informal artefacts such as prototypes) as well as a demonstration of correctness with respect to the overall system and the relationship between system and UI designs. Therefore, we can use the models to derive tests for the properties which have been captured informally and formally within early designs.
Example system
The example we use throughout this paper is a calendar application called SimpleCalendar. This example is used because it is a recognisably real-world example, small enough to describe in full for the purposes of this paper, whilst containing enough detail to include all aspects of interest for our work. In general, our research is aimed at safety-critical systems, most recently interactive medical devices such as syringe and infusion pumps, however, for the purposes of this paper, it is useful to use small examples such as SimpleCalendar (which are easily described and understood) to describe the general theories.
SimpleCalendar is used to display a monthly view of a calendar with events which are assigned to a particular day. The user can view a calendar as a monthly view or as a single day view. They can add events to any given day, view the events of any given day and can also edit or delete those events. Based on these functional requirements, a formal specification was developed using Z [19] . Here, we give only some of the relevant (to our exposition here) parts of that specification, namely the description of the system state along with descriptions of some of the operations as an example of how the system is specified. We omit, for brevity, the type definitions, axiomatic definitions and the rest of the operations.
The system state contains various observable values: a set allevents of events (each event containing a valid date and a title); the current month and year; and a set vdates which represents the dates currently visible in the application, which is in turn a subset of allDates, the set of all valid dates.
The AddEvent operation extends the set allevents in the Calendar state by adding to it the event given in the observation i?, and the rest of the state remains unchanged. The RemoveEvent operation performs the reverse by removing the event given in i? from the set of events.
The ShowPreviousMonth and ShowNextMonth operations increment or decrement the observation currentMonth, and depending on the initial value of currentMonth increment or decrement the currentYear observation when necessary (if we move forward a month from December or back a month from January). A series of designs and prototypes of the UI for SimpleCalendar were developed following a user-centred design process. At the end of the design iterations, the prototypes given in Figs. 1 and 2 were accepted as the basis for the application's UI.
Models
In order to create a model of the entire SimpleCalendar application (we have already, as described, modelled the functionality part by way of the Z specification) we must now consider the UI and its behaviours as described by the design prototypes. We model the UI designs by way of presentation models (PMs) and presentation and interaction models (PIMs) [6, 7] . These models are designed to describe UI designs or implementations in a manner which enables them to be linked to a formal specification of the functionality. The models are not restricted to WIMP-based interfaces 1 but rather use general categories of widget types which can apply to existing and new modes of interaction. The models can also be used to describe both hardware and software interactions of modal devices.
The presentation model gives a description of the interface designs based on the interactive elements (widgets) of the design. Each widget is described by way of a tuple consisting of a name, a category (which determines the type of interactive behaviour it exhibits) and a collection of behaviours associated with the widget. Behaviours either relate to system functionality (i.e. provide a way of interacting with the underlying system functionality) or to interface functionality, e.g. opening new dialogues/windows or navigating through the UI. The type of behaviour is denoted in the model by prefixing behaviour names with S or I , respectively. The UI for the entire system is described by a single presentation model which consists of component models for each of the distinct windows and dialogues. For the SimpleCalendar designs, this is:
Therefore, for example, if we look at the design given in Fig. 1 , this is for the main window of the SimpleCalendar application and is described in the PM called MainView. There are six unique widgets in this window. Although there is a separate day display element for each day of the month we abstract this into a single widget description where the behaviour will be constrained by the individual day value (indicated by the widget category of SingleValueGenerator). Each widget is categorised and has an associated behaviour. Five widgets have S-behaviours, S PrevMonth and S NextMonth, which relate to system functionality, one has an I-behaviour, I DayView, which is a UI navigational behaviour and one has the special behaviour Quit which causes the application to stop running.
The second model, the PIM, denotes the dynamic behaviour of the UI by describing how each individual dialogue or window is reached by way of I-behaviours. Each PM is associated with a state of the PIM, and I-behaviours of the relevant model act as labels on transitions between states. The PIM shows us the availability of behaviours (by way of the relation between states of the PIM and PMs) and the reachability of those behaviours. Thus, the PIM's transitions give formal meaning to the I-behaviours. Figure 3 shows the PIM for the SimpleCalendar application.
We link the UI design models and the specification by creating a presentation model relation (PMR) between each S-behaviour of the presentation model and operations of the specification. For our example this is:
This gives us the formal meaning of the S-behaviours by providing a link to the specification. Therefore, for example, to understand the meaning of S NextMonth we use the PMR to find the related operation in the specification, ShowNextMonth, which formally describes the behaviour.
The combination of the system specification and the UI models (presentation models, PIM and PMR) provides a formal description of the entire system. We have previously shown how we can use this information as a way of ensuring correctness of the proposed system [7] and also as the basis for refinement [8] . In this paper, however, we will use the models to derive tests. The intention is that the models give a description of how we require the implemented system to behave and by using them to generate tests we hope to find errors where the implementation deviates from this behaviour. In the next section, we show how the tests are derived.
Deriving the tests
The presentation models describe the interactive elements of the UI and their required behaviours. That is, they describe the functionality that is accessible to a user who interacts with the UI. The PIM extends this to describe which behaviours are available in different states of the UI and how a user can move between these states. The testing approach we are proposing will ensure that both the behaviours, and the availability of the behaviours, are provided by the implementation so that we are sure that it satisfies the models. The PIM also describes modality: each independent state of the PIM is modal so we include this as a condition which should be tested. UI-based testing is often goal-driven. Tasks are defined (or taken from earlier task analysis work) and then sequences of events and user interaction sequences are constructed to satisfy these goals (see for example [3, 35] ). In contrast, the tests we derive use the definitions given within the models as their basis. These tests will be abstract (in that they are expressed at the level of, and in the language of, the models) and can then be instantiated in any language or using any testing framework as required. This will often be dependent on the choice of target implementation language. In Sect. 7, we give an example of one way of instantiating the abstract tests for an implementation of SimpleCalendar in Java.
We begin by considering the dynamic behaviour of the UI. This is defined by I-behaviours in the presentation models which label transitions of the PIM showing how a user can move between states of the UI. In the PIM given in figure  3 there are four states to be considered, with the initial state being MainView (denoted by the double ellipse). For all of the defined behaviours, we will test two things: first that a widget exists in a given state which provides the required behaviour; and second that the behaviour is functionally correct (i.e. cause the correct state change).
In order to determine that such a state change has occurred, we need to first define a test which ensures we are in a particular state. Each state can be defined by the widgets of its related PM. For example, to test if we are in the MainView state we would test that the necessary widgets described in the MainView PM exist in this state and can be interacted with by a user (which requires them to be visible and active). For each state of the PIM, we therefore define a corresponding state test. The test for the MainView state of the SimpleCalendar example is given below. We similarly create state tests for each of the other states of the PIM, and at this stage describe them using a first-order logic syntax where the predicates have the suggested (from their names) meaning (though later on, as we will see, they are given a formal-operational-meaning when the abstract tests here are made concrete).
We are not interested in behaviours of the widgets at this point, just the ability to identify which state we are in based on the component widgets. 
In order to derive tests for the system functionality, we similarly identify the widgets with S-behaviours and ensure that each of the widgets exist and that they have the required behaviours. When we come to instantiate the tests we can use the PMR to identify the specified operation which relates to the behaviour and then use the specification to determine the functionality which must be satisfied when the widget is interacted with. S-behaviour tests fall into two sub-categories, S-behaviour generator tests and S-behaviour responder tests, as widgets can both generate and respond to S-behaviours. The S-behaviour tests for SimpleCalender are: It is important that we include the state the system is in as there may be widgets of the same name in different states which exhibit different behaviours (as do the SaveButton widgets in the AddView and EditView states for example).
Finally, we consider the widgets which do not have associated behaviours. In order for our implementation to satisfy the requirements given in the models we must also ensure that these non-functional widgets exist and can be seen by the user. Such widgets are often used for a user to provide information to the system by way of inputs and we use their category to determine the nature of the test for these widgets (e.g. an Entry widget should allow a user to enter some information). The non-functional widget tests for SimpleCalendar are:
This is the full set of abstract tests we can derive from the models for the SimpleCalendar application. They define all of the conditions on an implementation. The tests provide coverage criteria, we know what we want to test and refer to the fixed properties of the UI which have been given initially within the UI design artefacts (the prototypes of Figs. 1 and 2 in this example). When we instantiate the tests, we will see that we may need to define variables in some instances which are subject to the usual testing considerations of boundaries and choice of values. We discuss this further in the next sec-tion and show how we use the current visible state of the UI from a user's perspective to help with these choices.
The PMs and PIM are created using the PIMed tool [26] . This is a model editor where users can create, edit, save and load sets of models. In addition the tool supports the automatic generation of abstract tests as described above. Therefore, once a user has manually created their presentation models and then created the PIM (which is partially automated) the tool can generate the abstract tests for these models. The tests can be viewed within the editor (in a firstorder logic syntax similar to that given above), and can also be exported in an XML format. The exported XML file supports future possibilities of further automation, e.g. automatic translation of the abstract test to a concrete test in a given testing framework.
In the next section, we discuss how we instantiated the tests for a Java implementation of SimpleCalendar and give some positive and negative results of the testing process.
Instantiating and running the tests
Having shown how we can derive a set of abstract tests from formal models of UI design artefacts, we now give an example of instantiating and running these tests. The Simple Calendar application has been implemented in Java and we have used both the FEST testing framework [15] , which is based on the principles of TestNG and Abbot [28] , and the UISpec4J framework [33] (a similar tool) as a way of instantiating and running the tests. In this paper, we describe the process using UISpec4J.
The UISpec4J testing framework enables us to perform post-implementation testing of a Java Swing interactive system and can also be used in a test-first development process. It enables us to take a user-centred approach to our testing, as the framework is based on replicating user interaction with the system to determine correctness of response to interactions with the UI. We can also use the underlying support of JUnit to determine whether or not the system behaves as described in our abstract tests. Due to the requirements of UISpec4J widget interaction, which relies on implementation details (such as widget names, etc.), we take a white-box approach to testing where we use code inspection to determine the information required for the tests (as necessary).
Depending on how we want to test the system, we might choose different ways of instantiating the tests. For example, it may be enough to determine that all required behaviours of all UI states can be accessed by a user, or we might be stricter and require that if our model has two separate controls with a particular behaviour then the tests must show that two such distinct widgets exist with the required behaviour. This is the approach we have taken with this example as it adheres to our commitment to using the designs as the basis for implementation. That is, we expect everything described in the final design artefacts (and hence in the models) to become part of the implementation.
When we test interactive systems, it is possible that there are two separate test paths followed (in the same manner as development) with the underlying functionality tests developed separately from those of the UI. In our approach, we describe a combined process which enables all functionality accessed by users to be tested in conjunction with the parts of the UI which provide that accessibility. However, it is equally possible to take a set of tests derived separately for the system functionality and incorporate them with the interaction tests into a single test suite so that we achieve the same combined testing process. Whichever is the case, we must ensure that all aspects of underlying functionality, including those which are not available to users, are fully tested. In a process where the tests are developed separately, then such functionality would be included in the functional tests, and in a combined approach these are identified after the abstract tests have been implemented, as discussed at the end of section 7.1.
Post-implementation testing
We begin by describing post-implementation testing, that is using the derived abstract tests as the basis for testing the implemented SimpleCalendar example (which is based on the prototypes and requirements given earlier). We follow the same process as for the test derivation process, so we start by considering the state tests, then the dynamic behaviour of the UI via the I-behaviour tests. Next we consider the non-behavioural widget tests and finally we consider both categories of S-behaviour tests. The XML representation of the abstract tests which is generated by the PIMed tool categorises the abstract tests in this way (and in the same order) to make this easier.
To test the correctness of state, we will ensure that each named state has the correct set of widgets visible to a user and available for interaction. We parameterise each test with a Window argument so that we can subsequently use them in our I-behaviour tests by passing in the start and finish windows of the application when related widgets are interacted with. Windows in UISpec4J are intercepted based on certain triggers within the UI, so for the starting state of SimpleCalendar we can just capture the window invoked when the application starts up, as described in the following UISpec4J code snippet: We can then pass the window which has been intercepted (and is now referenced by the variable calExUI) to a state test such as that given below: public void mainViewStateTest(Window mv){ java.awt.Container cont = new java.awt.Container(); mv.getButton(''Quit'').isEnabled(); mv.getButton(''Quit'').isVisible(); mv.getButton(''Prev'').isEnabled(); mv.getButton(''Prev'').isVisible(); mv.getButton(''Next'').isEnabled(); mv.getButton(''Next''). This tries to find the designated widgets and ensure that they are both visible and available for interaction within the given window. Some widgets, such as JButtons, have default methods allowing them to be identified by naming the type (as in the getButton method above) whereas for others, we must use more general methods such as getSwingComponents with the relevant class parameter. As stated previously we are using a whitebox approach where we have access to the code (a requirement for UISpec4J) and as such here we can use actual names of widgets as parameters (as in getButton("Quit") for example). It is also possible to get references to widgets anonymously by using more generic getComponent methods which return arrays of anonymous widgets. This is useful for testing that undesirable behaviours are not possible in given states, i.e. once we have tested that the required behaviours are present and accessible we can identify any active widgets which do not exhibit these defined behaviours and hence discover unintended behaviours.
If any of the tests fail (for example, if one of the widgets cannot be found or does not have the required visibility property), we get the standard JUnit red failure bar along with an explanation of the cause of the test failure. We create similar test methods for DayView, AddView and EditView and then write a single test called TestUIStates which calls all of the state tests. In keeping with standard JUnit principles only tests whose name begins with the word "Test" are automatically included in the running set.
With the state tests completion, we can now move on to write the tests of the I-behaviours which must ensure that given a starting state of the UI and a widget of that state to interact with which generates an I-behaviour, following the interaction, the correct new state is reached. For example, to instantiate a test such as:
we write a test which uses the previously defined state tests for MainView and DayView. The abstract test acts as an oracle by defining both the required interactive element DayDisplay and the expected result of interaction (a change to the DayView state). Then UISpec4J performs the described interaction and compares the outcome to that required, with the test being passed if the behaviour is the same as that described. This is defined in UISpec4J as follows: In fact, this tests two I-behaviours. When we are dealing with modal windows in UISpec4J, we must identify the widget(s) in that window which close the window, allowing control to be passed back to the previous window (and thereby allowing a full test suite to run without getting 'stuck'). Therefore, as well as testing that the DayDisplay widget has the correct behaviour (changes the state of the UI to display the DayDisplay window), we also test that the Back button of DayDisplay has the behaviour of changing the state back to MainView.
In the MainView state test for the I DayDisplay behaviour, we have arbitrarily selected just one of the visible days to interact with for this test, that is, the test simulates a user selecting the first day of the month and clicking on it to change to the full day view for that date. This ensures that the UI has the defined behaviour which allows the user to change to this view, but when we come to test the S-behaviours we will check all of the days of the month to ensure that the correct day is displayed. Once all of the I-behaviour tests have been defined we can choose to run them at this point, or wait until we have developed the entire test suite.
The second set of tests are for the non-functional widgets. For these widgets, we must ensure that the user can correctly interact with them (e.g. can enter text into an entry widget) but they have no further behaviour which requires testing. The SimpleCalendar example has six of these widgets which are all categorised as TextEntry widgets, three of these occur in the AddView window and three on the EditView window. For convenience, we test the three belonging to each window in one test (rather than triggering and catching the relevant window three times), so for example, for AddView the tests are:
process(new WindowHandler(''AddDialog''){ public Trigger process(Window addView){ addView.getTextBox(''titleEntry'').setText (''testTitleString''); addView.getTextBox(''startEntry'').setText (''testStartString''); addView.getTextBox(''endEntry'').setText (''testEndString''); String titleText = addView.getTextBox (''titleEntry'').getText(); String startText = addView.getTextBox (''startEntry'').getText(); String endText = addView.getTextBox (''endEntry'').getText(); assertEquals(titleText,''testTitleString''); assertEquals(startText, ''testStartString''); assertEquals(endText, ''testEndString''); return addView.getButton(''Save'').triggerClick(); } }).run();
It may appear strange that in the first three lines of the test method, we set the text boxes to contain a given string and then immediately afterwards query the value of those text boxes and check whether or not it contains the defined string. However, the setText method of the UISpec4J widget classes does not call the Java setText method, but rather simulates keyboard entry to put the required value into the text box. Therefore, if for some reason, the text box is not editable by a user then the test would be failed.
The final sets of tests relate to the S-behaviours. These are the behaviours linked to underlying system functionality. As such the meanings of these behaviours are given by the functional specification. The tests we write for these behaviours relate both to the underlying system state and the UI. S-behaviour tests fall into two categories. There are widgets which generate S-behaviours (typically defined as ActionControls, such as JButtons) where a user interaction causes a function to be activated, and those which respond to Sbehaviours (typically widgets which display dynamic data) where system functionality (which may or may not be user initiated) causes a widget to change its state.
We write the tests for S-behaviour generating widgets first, and will complete the process with the S-behaviour responding widgets. In the test process we describe here, where all parts of the test-suite are being developed together, for each Sbehaviour we write a test that both invokes the widget which has the behaviour we are testing and performs the functionality testing based on the defined operation in the specification. If the functionality tests are being developed separately then it is at this point that we must include them within our overall test suite so that we can call the relevant functionality tests as part of our S-behaviour tests. As an example, consider the following abstract test:
Our test will consist of the UISpec4J code to interact with the SaveButton widget in AddView and a unit test to ensure the correct functional behaviour occurs following the interaction. We find the definition of S AddEvent by its related operation in the Z specification (found via the PMR), which is AddEvent, and which is defined as follows:
Because the S-behaviours enable the user to access the system functionality (and therefore change the system state), as part of our test we should ensure that whenever a user can perform such an operation (i.e. when a widget with that behaviour is available for interaction) the pre-condition of the related operation holds. This ensures that we do not expose users to the possibility of putting the system into an unexpected state. Second, we must test that the post-condition given by the invariant in the operation description holds after the interaction, i.e. that the correct operation has occurred and has left the system in the expected state.
There are many different approaches which can be taken to develop unit tests including the development of such tests from formal specifications. The description of these approaches is beyond the scope of this paper. In our research, we use an existing method to develop the unit tests and then incorporate them into the overall test suite as described above. Our approach is based on that of [32] and [17] which uses pre-and post-conditions to derive the valid input space of each Z operation which is then partitioned (and pruned) to generate tests. Development of these tests includes choosing relevant values and ranges for required inputs. This is done using traditional approaches such as equivalence partitioning and identification of boundary cases.
For the test of AddEvent, we are interested in the observation of the system called allevents, the input value called i? of type EVENT and selectedDay? of type DAY. If the i?/selectedDay? pair does not exist in the set allevents, then after the operation it will have been added (denoted in the Z schema by the primed observationallevents'). The currentMonth, currentYear and visibleDates observations remain unchanged by the operation.
For this test, we are only interested in the behaviour of the system state and not in any UI displays which may relate to the display of events; these are considered later when we write the S-behaviour responder tests. We start with a test that checks the number of events that currently exist in the system state, interacts with the UI to add an event and then uses an assertion to check that the number of events has increased by one. We then extend the test to ensure that the event which has been added is the correct one (i.e. that it matches the entered information) and finally we try and add the same event to the set and check that the size of the event set does not change. The S-behaviour generating tests all follow this pattern.
Finally, we test the S-behaviour responders. These are widgets which react to changes in the state of the system. For example, in MainWin, the day displays update when a new event is added, as described in the abstract test:
We have already tested some aspects of this behaviour (namely the underlying system functionality of adding an event by way of the unit test described above and the ability for a user to generate this behaviour) so here we are only interested in ensuring that the UI responds correctly to this behaviour which means updating the display to show a new event whenever one is added. Therefore, we write a test that adds a new event and then checks the UI to ensure it is correctly updated.
Once the abstract tests have all been concretised the final step is to ensure that there are no parts of the formal specification not related to the UI functionality which still need to be implemented. We identify these as any operations in the specification not related to S-behaviours in the PMR. In the Simple Calendar example there is an operation called Init which meets this criterion. Init is defined as follows: We test this (in a unit test) by ensuring that on start up (before any other actions have occurred on a new instantiation of the class) there are no events stored and that input values for month and year (which in the case of SimpleCalendar are obtained from the operating system) are correctly assigned.
This completes the test-suite for SimpleCalendar which can now be used to test the implementation, and can subsequently be extended (as necessary) for regression testing.
Pre-implementation testing
In addition to using the tests as described above for postimplementation testing, it is also possible to use them in a test-first development (TFD) process. TFD takes a similar approach to test-driven development (TDD) where tests are written before the code which will be tested by them, and are therefore used as the basis for development. In TDD, there is no fixed method of deriving tests from the requirements for the system (in Agile approaches, for example, this often relies on the skill of the developer to translate scenarios and use-cases into comprehensive tests). TFD, however, does not assume that the tests can be directly inferred from the requirements with no other development steps, it instead uses models developed from requirements as the basis for the tests. As such it is clear that in a situation such as ours where we have a set of tests generated from models of the system and UI there is no requirement for testing to be postimplementation and these can just as easily be used in a TFD approach as the basis for the implementation. This has the added advantage that the models include information derived from UI prototypes and designs and as such they ensure that these are correctly instantiated at implementation time.
We have given a more detailed description of how to use the tests for TFD (again using the SimpleCalendar example) in [11] , but the derivation of the concrete tests from the abstract tests and the instantiation of the tests in a framework such as UISpec4J is done in exactly the same manner as we have described above in Sect. 7.1.
Usability testing
Generally, when we consider testing of interactive systems we must include user evaluations of the interface. There are many different ways to evaluate user interfaces (by both users and experts) including user studies, cognitive walkthroughs, heuristic studies, etc. The types of testing we have described above are not intended to replace such evaluations, but rather complement them. By removing as many errors as possible prior to conducting user studies, we are more likely to elicit usability issues in such tests (as evaluators are not distracted by other problems which prevent them from fully interacting with the system).
One of the problems with user evaluations is that they require expertise to devise and run successfully. For software developers who are not used to taking a user-centred approach to development, it is often easier and more convenient to dismiss the use of user evaluation as too timeconsuming or too hard. This is even more likely to be the case for developers who take a formal approach to software development, which is generally not focused on interface or usability concerns. In [10] , we presented an investigation into the use of the tests we have described above as the basis for designing software evaluation studies. As described in [13] , we also performed a comparison study by devising a userevaluation study of a piece of software called the Digital Parrot [29] which had recently been the subject of an evaluation devised by the developer of the software (who had some prior experience of devising such studies). We then compared the results of the two studies and found that while there were no problems identified by the initial study that were not found in our study, there were several problems (including serious problems) identified by our study that were not discovered by the initial study.
The approach used was to use models of the system and UI (which for this example were reverse-engineered from the existing software) to generate a set of abstract tests (exactly as described above) and then use the abstract tests as the basis for creating user-tasks for a user evaluation study. For example, each of the S-behaviour tests were directly mapped to a user task, which in the SimpleCalendar example would mean taking a behaviour such as S Add and from that determining that one task of the evaluation should be to get a user to add an event to the calendar. The tests are subsequently refined to be more specific (e.g. for SimpleCalendar provide the details for the event to be added). Once we had created a set of tasks in this way we checked whether or not all of the I-behaviours had been explored (as the user would need to navigate the system to perform tasks) and where necessary added additional tasks to ensure coverage of all of the abstract tests.
In terms of coverage of functionality, our methods enabled us to easily identify each of the individual functions available to a user of the software and ensure they were tested. They also enabled us to consider coverage of navigational options and ensure these were maximised within our study parameters. The major weakness in our approach was that the devised study comprised of a series of specific tests and did not encourage the users to explore the software or interact with it naturally. As such the subjective measures taken at the end of the study where participants were asked to rate features of the software and their overall experience resulted in lower scores than similar measures taken in the first study. However, we feel that given the positive results we obtained in this research it is worth pursuing and believe that the abstract tests can be used as the basis for usability evaluation, albeit with some more moderation in the development of the actual study to avoid the subjective quality issues raised.
Discussion
The aims of this research include trying to minimise the amount of manual work required for the testing of interactive systems and supporting the generation of a comprehensive test suite. However, while we have shown the first steps towards achieving these there is still much work to be done in both of these areas.
By producing abstract tests from the models, we ease the testing process and enable quick and easy changes which are likely to be required within an iterative design process. That is, if changes are made to the interface (or functionality) the models can be updated and a new set of abstract tests immediately generated. This also means that for regression testing we can similarly update models to produce new tests, and in cases where the initial development did not include the use of pre-implementation models, use reverse-engineering techniques for their generation (reverse-engineering of interactive systems is a separate research project we have been investigating).
While our methods enable the automatic generation of abstract tests, transforming these into concrete tests is still a time-consuming job and requires skill both in understanding the chosen test framework as well as the requirements for selecting relevant and useful input values for tests where appropriate. There is no obvious way to support automation for converting the abstract tests to concrete tests as it is heavily dependent on the test framework chosen and so would require a case by case solution. We have done some investigations into automating the conversion to tests for the UISpec4J framework as a first step towards understanding the limits of any possible automation and developing a general procedure to achieve this which could be used as a starting point for anyone wishing to do the same for a particular test framework. There is still much more work to be done on this.
Another area which requires further consideration is limiting the number of tests to be run for any particular interactive system. Our process generates a set of abstract tests which fully cover the behavioural aspects of the interactive system (and which is easily extended to fully cover functionality also as described in this paper) but this may become impractically large for complex interactive systems. In addition, test sequences are restricted to interactions for specific functionality whereas in some instances it may also be appropriate to test arbitrary interaction event sequences to ensure robustness or to extend user feedback to cover such situations (currently robustness is tested by ensuring interaction is not permitted except as specified per window/widget). It will be useful therefore to investigate ways of creating subsets of the abstract tests, based on particular coverage criteria, to enable consistency and support test planning for very large and complex systems.
There are also questions to be answered about the integration of the functional tests with the interactive tests at an earlier stage (i.e. within the abstract tests). Currently they are included for the functionality driven by interaction, but it might be more useful to similarly develop a set of abstract tests from the specification to match those generated from the models. Tighter integration of the two parts of the testing process is also desirable and we plan to spend time investigating this further.
As we have stated earlier in this paper, the application of our research is typically safety-critical systems. While the example we have presented here clearly does not fit into that category all of the models and processes described are equally applicable within the safety-critical domain. In work such as [12] , for example, we have given examples of using these modelling techniques on a medical syringe pump and recent student projects have focussed on using the testing process described here on an Alaris Volumetric infusion pump.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have shown how our formal models of UI design artefacts can be used as the basis for model-based testing of interactive systems. We showed how it was possible to derive tests and oracles from the models which cover all of the behaviour captured by the UI designs and system specification. The tests are UI-driven (as the models are based on UI designs), which reflects our desire to follow a UCD approach supported by formal methods.
We have given an example of how the abstract tests we derive can be instantiated and run against a Java implementation using the UISpec4J framework in conjunction with JUnit. This enabled us to program tests for the implementation (in the nature of white-box testing) and run them to both observe the interaction produced as well as obtain the feedback from UISpec4J and JUnit with respect to whether the tests were passed or not.
During the testing of our example SimpleCalendar application, we discovered a modality error where the behaviour of the implementation did not match the oracle given by the model. We also discovered an example of an error which could not be caught by either UISpec4J or JUnit. This was related to the way the Java Virtual Machine refreshes displays in Swing, and is a useful reminder of the importance of retaining human testing within the overall testing process. Our aim in performing model-based testing in this way is to find as many errors as possible prior to performing such human-based usability testing. We want to discover as many functional and interaction errors as possible so that user testing can focus on usability and aesthetic issues.
Using the models, enabled us to produce a range of abstract tests which covered all of the described interactive behaviours of the UI design models. Further, we have shown one way of turning these abstract tests into an implemented test suite that can produce useful results. We believe that this initial investigation into using design models for this purpose has shown it to be a useful area of research to proceed with. We were also able to use the same set of abstract tests for test-first development and as the basis for the development of a usability study.
Our tool for creating, editing and storing presentation models and PIMs supports creation and exporting of abstract tests in the manner described in this paper, removing the necessity to manually create the abstract tests. As part of our future work we are investigating ways of supporting partial generation of concrete tests for particular testing strategies from the abstract tests. For example, we could automatically generate test method stubs for Java to support the example given in this paper, or use other suitable extensions to the tool depending on how the tests are to be implemented. This seems feasible given the uniform way tests and their predicates are given semantics by code.
